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 Meeting conducted by zoom meeting started at 7.04 pm  Action 

1 Welcome and apologies for absence  
 
Present:  David Hill (Chair), James Gambrill, Teresa Cutts, Sarah Russell, Simon Bird (Headteacher), Rachel 
Crane (Deputy Headteacher – Associate Governor), Lynne Doran, John Moynihan, Rev Laurence Powell, 
Paul Avis, Jamie Johnson 
Clerk:  Kate White 
Apologies:  Natasha Bennett,  
Absent:  Krista Jarrett 

 

2 Declaration of Business Interests 
All Governors had been asked to register their interests on the Business Interest part of Governorhub. 
Some had, some had been unable to find where to go. DH explained the path 

- St Mark’s, Governing Board, Click on your profile, view full profile at top of page declarations 
- Governors should also confirm that they have read Keeping Children Safe in Education here 

 
 

All  

3 Minutes of the Meeting held 13th July 2020 -   
3 actions had not been completed from the action points from the minutes of 13th July 

- Organisation of parent governor election as JJ’s term of office comes to an end 
- Data Protection GDPR Policy needs to be updated 
- Child with Health needs who cannot attend school policy needs to be created 

In the correspondence section there was reference to letter from parents and a suggested meeting with 
Parent reps TC asked how this had gone. SB advised that he had had a good meeting, the reps were 
reassured about the measures that the school had put in place and they felt that the school was doing a 
good job.  
 
The minutes were accepted by the Governor and DH will sign when he is next in school. 
 

 
 

KW 
All/KW 
All/KW 

 
 
 
 
 

DH 

4 Governor Matters  
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- Current Governor information – this had been circulated to Governors before the meeting for up-
dating. 

- Vote for Chair. DH had advised at the Sept 2019 FGB that he would be standing down as Chair at 
the end of that year, but would remain on the Governing Body to support the new chair for a year. 
He noted that his term of office as an LA Governor was coming to an end and would need to be 
renewed. All Governors agreed that DH should renew his LA nomination and remain on the FGB. 
He nominated TC to become Chair which was seconded by LD. Governors voted unanimously for 
TC to take up this role. 

- Vote for Vice Chair. DH nominated JG for the position of Vice Chair, this was seconded by LD. 
Governors voted unanimously for JG to take up this role. 

- DH’s term of office. DH advised that his term of office expires 28th November 2020. 
- Circle Model terms of Reference – The Education People have produced a template ‘Circle Model, 

Model Terms of Reference and Standing Orders 2020 -2021’ This had been circulated to Governors 
for adoption at the FGB. DH felt that the depth of the policy implied that the Local Authority was 
looking for far more rigor in Governance, and that before accepting the new terms of reference 
that Governors should go through it thoroughly to ensure that we understood exactly what was 
required. DH stated that the Governance that the FGB had been undertaking to date was in line 
with the requirements of previous models, it was just the case that this new model was much more 
detailed. He suggested, and it was agreed that JG, TC and DH should meet and go through the 
Terms of Reference together and that they should then be resubmitted to the FGB in December. 

- FGB Code of Conduct – The Education People have produced a ‘Model Code of Conduct for School 
Governing Boards 2020 -21.  This had been circulated to Governors for adoption at the FGB. KW 
had started to ‘St Mark’s’ the Code of Conduct and had put in the revised vision statement. 
Following on from the SIAMS visit when the vision had not been well known by the children and 
was considered too long SB had amended it from: 

At St Mark’s CEP School, we ensure that our children are flourishing, building strong 
foundations, making excellent all-round progress and reaching their potential. We open up 
horizons of hope and aspiration, nurturing and guiding pupils to fulfilment. We develop the 
skills, relationships and qualities of character for a changing society.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TC/DH/JG 
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To: 
At St Mark’s CEP School, we ensure that our children are flourishing, building strong 
foundations, making excellent all-round progress and reaching their potential. We Aspire, 
Believe, Succeed. 

 – Governors voted to accept this new version. DH felt that this document should also be discussed 
by TC/DH and JG and returned to the FGB at the next meeting. KW asked that all Governors 
completed and scanned through to her the Annual Governor Declaration 2020 form. 

- Monitoring Visits Policy -  The Education People have produced a ‘Model Governor Visits Policy 
and Procedure 2020 -21.  This had been circulated to Governors for adoption at the FGB. It was 
agreed that TC/DH and JG should review the policy and return to the next FGB. David - I do not 
have this minuted as having been discussed. So I have put it for review by TC/DH and JG. If you are 
happy with the document as is just say and I will note it as accepted and St Mark’s the cover sheet. 

- Governor Role Description. This was based on last years and the Governors agreed to accept it, 
however, it may be that there may be changes needed under the heading Monitoring and 
Reporting Arrangements once the Terms of Reference and other documents have been reviewed. 

- Governing Body Decision Planner. SR asked if we were reviewing this based on last year’s circle of 
governance and monitoring pairs or should we be looking at the new ones, as it could be that the 
pairings change. It was agreed to do this on last year’s monitoring pairs, bearing in mind that this 
document may need to be revisited once the Terms of Reference and other documents have been 
reviewed. Changes to be made (37) Target setting, currently ticked as level 3, an individual 
governor working under the authority that they have through the committee or monitoring pair 
that they represent Governors agreed that this should be level 4 – Headteacher. KW to amend 
(63) school sessions, DH just checked that sessions are measured in ½ days. Confirmed 

- Meetings for 20-21 
Governors agreed that all meetings for this year would be held via zoom and that the meetings 
would be held on a Monday starting at 6pm. Agreed dates are 

o 7th December 2020 
o 8th February 2021 
o 22nd March 2021 

 
TC/DH/JG 

All 
 
 
 

TC/DH/JG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KW 
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o 17th May 2021 
o 12th July 2021 

 

5 Headteacher’s report and SDP 
 
EYFS September 2020 
Pleased to see that EYFS numbers are high. The children had all settled in very quickly and extremely 
well given that they had missed a significant amount of pre-school. 
 
TC asked how everyone was coping given that there was an increased work load due to Covid related 
compliance. SB advised that children and staff alike were getting increasingly used to this new way of 
working. Tweaks to processes were made as and when they were needed or guidance was released. 
 
Attendance 93.9% was a good figure. Covid related absences have a special code which does not impact 
on a school’s attendance figure, which was helping the school’s attendance figure, with some days this 
week being 97%. SB reported that for the first two weeks or so as children got used to being back at 
school and inevitably contracted coughs and colds there had been quite a few children off, but this 
seemed to have now settled down. DH advised that the figure for attendance at the Kent briefing that 
he had been to was 89.2%, so St Mark’s was doing extremely well. JM said that the level of attendance 
that the school had achieved was very positive. 
 
JM went on to ask the following questions 

- Engagement over the Covid Closure was shown to be 71%. What does good engagement look 
like, and what had the school done for the other 29%? 

- Transition zoom attendance was detailed in the report. How were the school going to ‘mop’ up 
those who did not attend? LD noted that in some classes attendance on zoom meetings was as 
low as 40%. 

- Had the school any forward planning in place for when a second wave came? What was the IT 
planning, planning for the vulnerable etc.? SB advised that the school had completed a 
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technology survey, and of those who did respond there appeared to be good level of availability, 
there were of course a number of families who did not respond. LD asked whether these families 
correlated with those who had not engaged over lockdown? SB advised that this analysis had not 
taken place. SB had registered with the Government IT scheme; in the event of a second 
lockdown we would be contacted by them. The school entitlement to technology is 26 laptops. 
There were no details as to the speed of delivery. Where a bubble was closed and children did 
not have IT access paper copies would be provided. The school would be able to upscale this as 
required. 

- Well-being. What was the school doing to support staff particularly groups that had been 
shielding? RC advised that a lot of measures had been put in place for the staff. There was limited 
movement of staff around the school, (even though Kent said that staff could move around the 
school). Providing separate staffrooms for staff was proving tricky with space but had been 
achieved. RC pointed out that the Staff Well-being policy had been agreed and ratified at the last 
FGB. SB said that the staff had all had sight of the Covid Risk assessment when it was produced 
and the opportunity to feedback resulting in the final risk assessment which was a live document 
which would be amended as and when guidance changed. 

- How would the school balance winter temperatures and ventilation? The SLT had discussed 
relaxing school uniform so that children could wear under layers to keep them warm, and 
additional layers for PE. It was necessary to have ventilation in all classrooms, but this did not 
mean that external doors needed to be wide open. 

- School meals -  the Media had drawn a lot of attention to the provision of school meals over the 
summer. Were we affected by it? Was it good enough? Does it continue to be? SB advised that 
the Edenred vouchers had gone as well as could be expected. Since coming back he had met with 
Parent Reps and discussed the new catering contract. The feedback was positive for the hot 
meals, there were some portion size issues raised with the deli menu in KS2 which would be 
shared with the Caterer. KW advised that the school was looking to move from the Deli Menu to 
‘Hot Boxes’ after half term. 
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DH asked what Jigsaw was. SB replied that this is the new PHSE and SRE resource which also had a very 
strong element of well-being. The SLT would be discussing, and would share with the FGB when the SRE 
element would be taught. 
 
Children had all completed resilience questionnaires and these were being assessed by the PSHE lead. 
Interventions would then be planned according to need. 
 
EYFS baseline – this was due to start nationally in Sept 2020, but because of Covid would be delayed for 
a year, however, there was the option to start implementing it this year and the school had elected to 
do so. The baseline is an assessment of where children are when they enter school and from which the 
school can measure progress. 
 
SDP DH asked how the assessment and recovery programme was going. SB advised that the reading and 
maths assessments had been completed the writing would be assessed in the coming weeks. Data 
gained from the assessments were informing the teachers planning. All classes had recovery sessions 
timetabled in the afternoon, whilst the teachers were also teaching as broad and as balanced a 
curriculum as possible. 
 
Quality of Education 
It was noted that the SDP had two targets in this section, one to have the recovery curriculum in place, 
the other that by the end of the year children would have progressed through the academic year making 
the expected progress. SB stated that this was a very aspirational target. 
 
LD asked how the school was going to communicate and reassure worried parents about the recovery 
curriculum. SB advised that parents evening was being set up for the week beginning 12th October and 
that this would be an opportunity to speak to parents. 
 
DH asked noted that the SDP included a RAG rating column and confirmed with SB that this would be 
filled in in term 3 and targets reviewed. 
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6 Finance – minutes of 28th September 2020 
SB confirmed that the school would be receiving Catch-up funding (approx. £25k) and that the 
Governors/School would need to look at how this was spent. 
 
There were various schemes being developed by outside agencies including the National Tutoring 
Programme and the EYFS – Nuffield Early Language Intervention – which we have registered an interest 
in - school would also look at possibly deploying staff to specific catch up rolls. The school had invested 
£995 from the funding in signing up to the National College Webinar training programme which covers a 
huge number of subjects and roles. 
 
DH noted that of financial concern at the present were possible repairs to year 4F, a surveyor had been 
booked to investigate an external crack, and that there had been some on-going water issues. 
 
He also noted that the school was running at less than capacity approx. 80% which impacted income. 
 

 
 

7 Governor monitoring visits 
DH shared slides of a regional Governors meeting that he had been to. Take-aways from it were that 
Ofsted would not be doing full inspections, they would be looking at schools that had been judged 
inadequate or required improvement as well as a sample of schools across other grades. 
 
DH would send the slides to Governors 
 
The expectation is that schools are teaching their normal curriculum by Summer 2021 
 
It was agreed that Governing Monitor visits would take place in term’s 2, 4 and 6. Timings would be 
advised once DH, TC and JG have met to discuss the terms of reference documents. 
 

 
 
 
 

DH 
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TC asked what availability there would be for Governors to visit schools. It is envisaged that where ever 
possible monitoring will be completed remotely. The slides suggested that video footage could be 
utilised. 
 

8 Policies -  The Governors agreed to ratify the following all policies.  

 SEND Policy - ratified 

 Anti-bullying Policy -  ratified  

 Child Protection Policy - ratified 

 Pay and Reward Policy – ratified 
JM asked whether the policy need discussing with Trade Unions, DH advised that he imagined that 
this was done centrally as the policy was created as a template by School’s Personnel Service and 
then adopted by St Mark’s. JM asked whether the Governors should have oversight of additional 
allowances and payments and wanted to make sure that if additional payments were made that 
attention was paid to race and gender gaps. 
DH advised that at Budget setting the Governors look at the staff costs. 

 Admissions Policy - ratified 
 
DH will need to sign all ratified policies when he is next in school 
 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 SIAMS – LP advised that the church was doing on-line collective worship and that he would be very happy 
to explore whether this could be extended for school visits. The church building was open and could 
accommodate 30 to 35 individuals/households using every other pew. 
 
LP will liaise with SB re Christmas service arrangements. 

 
 
 
 
 

LP/SB 

10 Chair’s actions/correspondence.   

11 Staffing matters.   

12 Confidentiality 
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Meeting finished at 7.50pm 
 
Signed…………………………….…………………….   Name ………………………………………………………………  Date …………………. 
 
Actions to be completed  

 

13 Urgent Business  

14  Training DH suggested that once the new monitoring pairs had been agreed that training suggestions 
could also be made at this time. 
 
DH would email PA and LP about an introduction to governance 

 
 
 

DH 

13 Date and time of next meeting. Monday 7th December 2020 at 6pm  
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Matters to be completed 

13.7.2020 Actions to be completed  

4 KW – check JJ’s term of office and if needed organise parent governor elections.  

8 Governors/KW create new policy  Children with Health needs who cannot attend school 
Policy 

 

8 Governors/KW put on agenda and make sure policy updated Data Protection GDPR 
Policy – to be reviewed at next FGB 
 

 

28.9.2020 Actions to be completed  

2 Governors to complete their declarations of business interests on Governorhub  

2 Governors: Keeping Children safe in Education on Governorhub check the box confirming 
that they have read the 2020 version. 

 

3 DH – to sign minutes 13th July 2020  

4 DH/TC/JG – To review the Circle Model Terms of Reference   

4 DH/TC/JG – To review the Model Code of Conduct for School Governing Boards  

4 All – to sign and return to KW the Annual Governor Declaration 2020  

4 DH/TC/JG  - Monitoring visits policy to be reviewed  

4 KW – update decision planner done 

7 DH – send slides of Regional Governors meetings to all  

9 LP/SB – discuss Christmas service arrangements.  

14 DH  - message PA and LP about an introduction to Governance  

   

   


